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FROM THE PRESIDENT 

At Luxe Linen, we're constantly attuned to the evolving trends in event planning
and décor. We've noticed a significant rise in the popularity of the green palette,
with 20% of those planning weddings and other events expressing a strong
interest in incorporating green elements into their celebrations.

In response to this growing demand, we're thrilled to present a curated selection
of our favorite events that beautifully embrace the green trend. From weddings
to corporate gatherings and everything in between, these events showcase the
versatility and elegance of incorporating green hues into various aspects of
décor, design, and ambiance.

Whether it's lush foliage, verdant florals, or eco-friendly accents, each event
demonstrates how the color green can infuse a sense of freshness, tranquility,
and sustainability into any occasion. We invite you to explore these inspiring
examples and draw inspiration for your upcoming events.

Join us in celebrating the beauty of the green trend and let us help you bring
your vision to life with our expertise and extensive range of products and
services.

PRESIDENT

Dahlia Wexler
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THE PERFECT PAIR:
EXPLORING THE
HARMONY OF PINK
AND GREEN IN DESIGN
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STYLED BY DETAILS DETAILS WEDDINGS AND EVENTS
PHOTOGRAPHY BY BRANDON KIDD 

In the world of design, certain color combinations
have the power to captivate and enchant, and one
such timeless pairing is pink and green. Evoking a
sense of whimsy, romance, and harmony, the
delicate balance between these two hues creates a
visual feast for the eyes. Jeannie from Details Details
Planning dove head first into the magic of pink and
green as a design this amazing event. 

At first glance, pink and green may seem like an
unlikely pairing, but it's precisely their contrasting
qualities that make them so complementary. Pink,
with its soft and feminine undertones, beautifully
contrasts with the fresh and vibrant nature of green.
Jeannie eye for harmony in design allowed her to
choose the right shade of green, with our Green Tea
Aurora table linen to balance out the peachy, pink in
her florals and party favors. 

Our line of Aurora table linen has a subtle tonal
quality, intricately woven into the fabric, adding
depth and dimension to every table setting. With its
understated elegance and refined craftsmanship, the
Green Tea Aurora table linen serves as the perfect
canvas upon which Jeannie brought her vision to
life, elevating the event to new heights of
sophistication and style.
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Credits: Planner and designer: Details, Details, Photographer:
Brandon Kidd Photography, Florals: Bloom Box Design,
Stationery: Luxe Marie Stationery 

Bloom Box, who produced the florals for this event ran with
the playful, whimsical feel. They created a bold focal point,
that is balanced out by the scale of the table. From the
blooms on the table and the fans are a repeating theme that
tie the design together perfectly. 

VERDANTby Luxe Linen
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NAPKINS

Luxury napkins exude an air of elegance
and sophistication that elevates the
overall aesthetic of the event space.
Whether it's a lavish wedding reception, a
corporate gala, or an intimate dinner
party, the use of high-quality napkins
instantly communicates a sense of
refinement and attention to detail. Guests
are more likely to perceive the event as
upscale and luxurious when even the
smallest elements, such as napkins, are
carefully curated and of superior quality.

The tactile experience of using luxury napkins adds a layer
of sensory delight to the event. Soft, plush fabrics like our
French Velvet or satin not only feel luxurious against the
skin but also contribute to a sense of comfort and
indulgence for guests. The texture of the napkins can
complement other elements of the decor, such as the table
linens or floral arrangements, adding depth and visual
interest to the overall design.

TACTILE EXPERIENCE 

ELEGANCE AND SOPHISTICATION

VISUAL IMPACT
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Credits: Planner: At Your Door Events, Venue: Redbird
Restaurant, Photography: Jenny Quicksall Photography, Floral:
Los Angeles Floral Couture, Rentals: Luxe Linen, Pampion
Rentals

Table Linen: Houndstooth with Forest Green French Velvet 

Luxury napkins, often overlooked, possess
the power to elevate the entire ambiance
of an event. Napkins offer an opportunity
to add a pop of color to the table setting,
complementing or contrasting with the
tablecloth or runner. A well-coordinated
color scheme enhances the aesthetic
appeal and ties the entire table decor
together. 



Transport your guests to the enchanting
landscapes of Italy with our Misty Sage
Meera print linen, epitomizing the timeless
allure of Italia-style events. Whether
adorning tables at a romantic Tuscan-
inspired wedding or a sophisticated vineyard
soirée, the Misty Sage Meera print linen sets
the stage for an unforgettable celebration,
where every moment is imbued with the
romance and splendor of Italy.

 Over the past five years, there has been a noticeable shift
towards embracing the warmth and intimacy of family-style
gatherings. Even in larger gatherings, there's a desire to
foster a sense of closeness and connection reminiscent of
intimate dining parties. This sentiment is perfectly captured
by linenless farm-style tables, evoking a rustic charm that
invites guests to gather closely and share in the joys of
shared meals. Adding to this ambiance of cozy
sophistication is our Cyan French Velvet table runner.

Against this backdrop of natural beauty, our
tables adorned in our Black Shantung table
linen stand as elegant pillars of sophistication.
The contrast between the rich darkness of the
silk and the vibrant greenery surrounding
them creates a striking visual tableau,
captivating the eye and enchanting the soul.

FAMILY SYLE WARMTH

ITALIAN STYLE EVENTS 

OUTDOOR EVENTS

VERDANTBy Luxe Linen
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Credits: 
Outdoor Events - Planner: Mele Amore, Photographer: Jason Q
Tran Studios. 
Italian Style Events Planner: Veronique Events, Photographer:
Lindsey Boice. 
Family Style Warmth: Planner: Peachy Keen Weddings,
Photographer: Oh Lovely Wedding. 

TRENDS



 
STYLED BY SARA LILLIE WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHY BY BRIAN SMITH 

Credits: Photographer: Brian Smith Photo, Planning and Design:
Sarah Lillie Designs, Venue: PPHGEvents, Lowndes Grove,
Florals: WearePetaloso, Lighting: Technical Events, Draping:
Social Spool, Rentals: You! Emerson James, Snyder, Louma, Luxe
Linen, Cake: ABCD cakemake

Planning a wedding in a historic home provides a unique
opportunity to blend the elegance of a bygone era with
modern sophistication. Sara Lillie Weddings was the perfect
planner to blend Lowndes Grove’s elegance with her client's
wedding vision. Lowndes Grove dates back to 1786 and its
pallet of historically accurate green interiors was the perfect
spark for Lillie’s creativity. 
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VINTAGE ELEGANCE 
LOWNDRES GROVE GREEN



Lillie embraced the charm and character of the
historic home's green interior and worked with the
existing architectural elements, such as ornate
moldings, and antique furnishings. She used our
Sage Valentina table linen and napkins to create a
cohesive and elegant thread throughout the event,
mixing modern trends with timeless elegance. 

VERDANTby Luxe Linen
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Credits: Planning and Design: Blissfully Styled Events,
Photography: Nicole Ivanov, Floral Design: Oak and the Owl,
Venue: Hummingbird Nest, Cake: The Buttered End, Rentals:
Premier Rents, Luxe Linen, Town and Country Event Rentals 

Introducing the epitome of sophistication and elegance: our
luxurious Pearl Amalfi table linen. Crafted with meticulous
attention to detail and designed to exude opulence, this
exquisite linen serves as the perfect platform for creating
unforgettable tablescapes.

Pairing seamlessly with lush greenery and pristine white
florals, this stunning table linen sets the stage for a
celebration of natural beauty and timeless elegance.
Whether you're hosting an intimate dinner party, a lavish
wedding reception, or a corporate gala, the Pearl Amalfi
table linen elevates every occasion to new heights of luxury
and sophistication.
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GREENERY 



BLOCK PRINT

Crafted from high-quality fabrics
and adorned with intricate
designs reminiscent of traditional
Italian motifs, our Apple Manado
print table linens add a touch of
luxury and sophistication to any
event. Whether you're hosting an
intimate dinner party, a lavish
wedding reception, or a grand
gala, these exquisite linens set the
stage for an unforgettable dining
experience that is as beautiful as
it is memorable. 

When it comes to infusing a touch of
sophistication and charm into your event
decor, few things capture the essence of
timeless elegance quite like Italian-
inspired block prints. Imagine dining al
fresco in a picturesque Tuscan villa,
surrounded by lush vineyards and rolling
hills. 

Our Italia collection offers a selection of
six exquisite prints, each meticulously
crafted to evoke the rich heritage and
artistry of Italian design. Each print in
our collection is thoughtfully curated to
transport you to the sun-kissed shores of
Italy. With coordinating colors that
effortlessly complement one another,
our Italia collection provides the perfect
canvas to create an ambiance of refined
luxury and Old World charm for your
next event. 

VERDANTby Luxe Linen
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Table Linen: Apple Manado with Misty Sage Simla Spot napkins. Fabrics shown
are Meera, Passages, and Platzzo, all in the colorway Misty Sage. Credits:
Designed by Sunshine Events Company, Rentals from Sundrop Vintage,
Photography by Danny and Kassie Photo and Video. 



ENCHANTMENT AT A PINK AND GREEN FLORAL
WEDDING RECEPTION:

A FINE ART AFFAIR

In the realm of wedding aesthetics, there exists a captivating fusion of fine art inspiration and timeless elegance.
Imagine a scene where delicate hues of pink and green intertwine seamlessly, reminiscent of an Impressionist
canvas brought to life. That was exactly what Karen Sieger of Blissfully Styled Events achieved!
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Credits: Planning and Design: Blissfully Styled Events, Floral
and Design: NPD Events, Photography: Todd the Photographer,
Venue: The Richland, Catering: 24 Carrots Catering, Rentals:
Signature Party Rentals, Linen: Luxe Linen, Stationery: Heidi
Davidson Design, Cake: Cocoa Berry Cake Co., Champagne
Tower: Towers by Bottles and Blooms

Such was the enchanting tableau of a recent wedding
reception adorned with the exquisite Tea Rose Degas table
linen, where every detail whispered of romance and
sophistication. 

At the heart of this affair was the stunning table setting,
resplendent with the ethereal beauty of floral artistry. The
choice of the Tea Rose Degas table linen, adorned with
intricate pink and green floral prints, set the stage for an
ambiance of refined grace. Karen from Blissfully Styled
Events, paired this print with Cream French Velet, adding a
sumptuous texture and giving your eye a place to land.

Inspired by the works of the legendary Impressionist painter
Edgar Degas, the linen exuded a sense of timelessness,
effortlessly merging classic elegance with contemporary
charm.

The delicate hues of pink and green in our Tea Rose Degas
table linen, created a harmonious symphony of colors,
evoking the soft brushstrokes of a Degas masterpiece. Each
table became a canvas unto itself, inviting guests to
immerse themselves in the romantic allure of Impressionist
artistry. The floral motifs danced gracefully across the linen,
infusing the space with a sense of natural splendor and
whimsical romance.
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Peat Moss Green sets the mood for this Charleston event with its
bold, sophisticated, and elevated vibe. Embracing this rich hue
creates a captivating ambiance that resonates with style and
allure

VERDANTby Luxe Linen14

Peat Moss Green 

 
STYLED BY CHRISTINA BAXTER 
PHOTOGRAPHY BY RACHEL RED 
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Credits: Flowers: August Event Design, Table Top: Emerson James, Rentals: Eventworks and Crush by Eventworks, Drapeing: The Social Spool, Dance
Floor Wrap: Charleston Wrap, Lighting: TEC, Photography: Rachel Red, Stationery: By George Press, Planning and Design: Christian Baxter
Weddings. Table linen used, Peat Moss Tuscany, Linen Tuscany and Tea Leaf Print cocktail tables.  

In the heart of historic Charleston, where southern charm meets
modern sophistication, one wedding stood out for its captivating
ambiance and timeless allure. We can not thank Christian Baxter
enough for this inspiring use of our Peat Moss Green Tuscany linen.  
At the forefront of this enchanting event was the choice of table
linens, with the dark green hues of Peat Moss Green setting the
stage for an evening of unparalleled elegance. 

From the moment guests stepped into the venue, they were
enveloped in an atmosphere of refinement and style. The bold yet
understated presence of Peat Moss Green linens adorned each
table, creating a cohesive and enchanting aesthetic throughout the
space.

One standout feature of the evening was the Tea Leaf Print table
linen, expertly paired with the deep tones of Peat Moss Green. This
intricate design added a touch of whimsy and personality to the
tables, while still maintaining the overall sophistication of the event.



PRINTS

Infuse your event with whimsical charm
by renting our delightful Misty Sage
Simla Spot linen in the perfect shade of
sage green. Ideal for adding a playful
touch to weddings, birthday parties, or
any celebration, these linens exude a
sense of joy and sophistication. The
whimsical polka dot pattern, combined
with the serene hue of sage green,
creates a visually stunning backdrop for
your tables, ensuring that every moment
is filled with cheerful elegance.

Elevate your event's ambiance with our 
Tea Leaf printed table linen, available for
rental. Perfect for weddings, garden parties,
or any occasion where nature-inspired
elegance is desired, these linens seamlessly
blend sophistication with the beauty of the
outdoors. 

Transport your guests to a tropical paradise with our
timeless classic Palm Breeze table linen, available for rental
for your next party or event. Infused with the allure of lush
palm fronds, these linens evoke a sense of exotic elegance
that will instantly elevate any table setting. Perfect for
beach weddings, summer soirées, or themed gatherings,
our meticulously crafted linens feature a sophisticated palm
leaf pattern that exudes refined charm.

Green

MISTY SAGE SIMLA SPOT

GREEN TEA LEAF

PALM BREEZE 
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Elevate your event with the subtle
elegance of our Light Sage Satin Lamour
table linen, a sophisticated choice for
weddings, banquets, and upscale
gatherings. Crafted from luxurious satin
fabric in a soft shade of sage green, this
tablecloth exudes understated charm and
refined beauty. The delicate sheen of the
satin adds a touch of glamour to any
table setting, while the light sage hue
provides a serene backdrop for your
decor.

Create an enchanting atmosphere at your event with our
Whisper Green Amalfi textured table linen. Inspired by the
picturesque landscapes of the Amalfi Coast, this tablecloth
exudes a serene charm that will captivate your guests.
Perfect for weddings, corporate events, or any occasion
where elegance is paramount, this rental linen will elevate
your decor with its timeless beauty and refined style,
ensuring a memorable experience for all.

Indulge in opulent sophistication with our
luxurious deep green velvet tablecloth, an
exquisite addition to elevate any dining
experience or special occasion. Crafted from
sumptuous velvet fabric in a rich shade of
deep green, this tablecloth exudes elegance
and timeless charm. Its plush texture adds a
touch of luxury to your table setting, while the
deep green hue brings depth and
sophistication to any decor scheme. Whether
hosting an intimate dinner party or a lavish
event, this tablecloth is sure to impress,
creating a captivating focal point that
enhances the ambiance and leaves a lasting
impression on your guests.

LIGHT SAGE SATIN LAMOUR

FRENCH VELVET

WISPER GREEN AMALFI

VERDANTby Luxe Linen
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THE PERFECT SHADE



At the center of each table, woodland-inspired centerpieces bring the enchanting forest to life, with cascading ferns,
delicate blooms, and rustic touches of wood and moss. Paired with the perfect shades of table linen our Kiwi Crinkle and
Green Tea Tuscany Linen become an extension of the floral design. 

When Abby’s bride was a creative and paper artist she knew she
had to make her wedding vision immersive. Welcome to
whimsical ambiance, where towering giant mushrooms dot the
landscape, inviting guests to embark on a journey of wonder and
delight. The tables were adorned with sumptuous green silk and
linen tablecloths, reminiscent of lush forest foliage, adding to the
atmosphere of natural elegance and charm.
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WOODLAND FANTASY

 
STYLED BY ABBY FRYE FOR PENINSULA EVENTS
PHOTOGRAPHY BY TERESA KELLY PHOTOGRAPHY 
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Credits: Venue, Catering + Bar: Patrick Property Group, Planning and Design: Peninsula Events, Abby Frye, Floral and paper mache mushrooms:
Petaloso, Photography: Theresa Kelly Photography, Lighting and Draping: Loluma Events, Rentals: Snyder Events, Curated Events Charleston, Luxe
Linen, Table Lamps: LIT Charleston, Printed Material Caroline OBrien
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